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SUMMARY

Collaborative fanatic Full-Stack Developer. Experience with JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, React, Redux andmore.
I have strong communication skills and I am fluent in multiple frameworks, languages, and technologies, and
capable of ramping up quickly and efficiently. Fresh, but full of great transferable skills.

SKILLS

Front-End: JavaScript, React, Redux, TypeScript, HTML5, CSS, SCSS.
Back-End:Ruby, Rails, MySQL, PostgreSQL.
Tools &Methods: Git, GitHub, Linux, HerokuMobile/Responsive Development, Jest, RSpec, TDD.
Professional:Remote Pair-Programming, Teamwork,Mentoring, Problem-solving, Adaptability.

EXPERIENCE

HIGHLIGHTED TECHNICAL PROJECTS Remote
Full-stackWebDeveloper May 2022 – Present

Geek The Blog —Geek The Blog is a blog dedicated to all fans of the geek world. You can post something
geeky, comment on what another geek posted or just give a geeky like to a post. It is a Full-stack application
with a REST API with CRUD methods based on a PostgreSQL database. In this project, you can see that I’m
able to design, build andmanage SQL databases effectively and efficiently.
● Built with: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, TailwindCSS, Rest Restful API.

My Budget — MyBudget is a full stack application with a REST API with crud methods also based on a
PostgreSQL database. You can keep a record of all your expenses and nest them into categories. This way you
can control your finances better and plan better to accomplish your goals. Using efficient SQL queries was
fundamental in this project.
● Built with: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, TailwindCSS, Rest Restful API.

British Classic Meals — A selection of the most favorite and famous British recipes. Things you can do in this
website: check the list of meals, like the recipe, view the complete recipe including list of ingredients, view
comments of other users, leave your comment about themeal.
● Built with: JavaScript, CSS, HTML,Webpack, Rest Restful API.

WISE UP Curitiba, Brazil
Coordinator / Leader November 2017 –March 2019
● Maintained a high score on student evaluations by hiring, training andmentoring English12 teachers.
● Maximized school profitability and learning efficiency by planning and organizing classes, schedules and

groups.
● Reduced the student withdrawal rate to lower than the goal rate, by keeping a close relationship with

students assuring their development and success.
● Helped hundreds of people to achieve their life goals including some that didn't believe it was possible.

EDUCATION

MICROVERSE May 2022 –March 2023
Remote Full-stackWebDevelopment Program, Full Time
● Obtained Full Stack Developer Certificate.
● Completed 1300+ hours of rigorous full-stack remote program where I created multiple projects using

React, Ruby on Rails, HTML, CSS, TypeScript, Vanilla JavaScript, andmore, andmastered algorithms and
data structures.

● Developed skills in remote pair-programming using GitHub, industry-standard gitflow, and daily
standups to communicate and collaborate with international remote developers.

UNIVERSIDADE POSITIVO June 2007 –June 2011
Bachelor Degree in Business Administration
● Developed a Business plan for a company that works with expatriates and provides service so the

experience is a success and both the company and the expatriate are delighted with the experience.
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